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Animals can be important vectors of nutrient transfer within and across landscapes,
with important implications for ecosystem productivity and composition. While it
is presumed large ungulates are agents of nutrient dispersal via movement and activity, research analyzing their net effects on landscapes remains scarce. We present an
individual-based model that investigates how caribou affect the distribution of nutrients on a landscape through consumption only, as well through the cumulative effects
of consumption and nutrient deposition (i.e. fecal waste and carcass deposition). We
explored these dynamics in simulations that altered the context of environments,
either initially containing heterogeneous or homogeneous nutrient distributions,
animal densities and sociality of caribou behavior. In the consumption-only simulations, caribou density and sociality created different patterns of heterogeneity at
both the landscape and local scale depending on the initial landscape conditions. In
these simulations, caribou populations crashed at high densities because the lack of
animal deposition resulted in low resources across the landscape. This was not the
case when considering the cumulative effects of consumption and deposition, indicating the return of nutrients from animals may be important for population stability.
Additionally, in simulations considering the cumulative effects of caribou, increasing
caribou density increased landscape heterogeneity irrespective of the initial condition
(i.e. heterogeneous and homogeneous landscapes), and maintained or increased local
heterogeneity in heterogeneous and homogenous landscape, respectively. Importantly,
in all simulations the net impact of caribou at the individual patch level was extremely
variable, suggesting that animal inputs are highly varied throughout the landscape.
Our results indicate the movement of large ungulates such as caribou can increase the
heterogeneity of available nutrients within a landscape and provide an important feedback for population stability. Thus, the loss of large ungulates from natural ecosystems
via anthropogenic activity is likely to result in less heterogeneous natural landscapes.
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Introduction
Landscape-scale patterns of nutrient availability can determine spatiotemporal patterns in ecosystem structure and productivity (Fridley 2002, Chapin III et al. 2011, Wieder et al.
2015). Such nutrient distributions are governed by spatially-contingent geochemical processes of nutrient inputs,
including the weathering of parent rock material, release of
riverine sediments, wind-born dust or rain- and snowmeltdriven runoff (Holloway and Dahlgren 1999, Vitousek 2004,
Chapin III et al. 2011, Barré et al. 2017). However, it is
increasingly recognized that animals (e.g. mammals, insects,
birds) can influence spatiotemporal patterns in nutrient availability by acting as vectors that redistribute nutrients across
landscapes and waterscapes (Sanchez-Pinero and Polis 2000,
Vanni 2002, Bauer and Hoye 2014, Doughty et al. 2016,
Earl and Zollner 2017, Gratton et al. 2017, McInturf et al.
2019, Subalusky and Post 2019). Such animal-mediated
redistribution of nutrients can overcome constraints on ecosystem composition and productivity due to locally limiting
resources (Ben-David et al. 1998, Doughty et al. 2016).
Much of the current understanding of how large vertebrates (e.g. ungulates) affect ecosystem nutrient dynamics
focuses on how grazing can indirectly affect nutrient distribution patterns by influencing plant quality and plant–soil
feedbacks (Seagle et al. 1992, Milchunas and Lauenroth
1993, Vire et al. 1996, Stark et al. 2002, Binkley et al.
2003, Tanentzap and Coomes 2012, Lindwall et al. 2013,
Lacher et al. 2019, Sitters and Andriuzzi 2019). More
recently, studies have begun investigating the direct effects
of ungulates on nutrient spatial patterns via resource inputs,
focusing on the types of nutrients deposited, rates of nutrient
recycling and ecosystem productivity at the local scale (Frank
and Evans 1997, Coetsee et al. 2011, Sitters and Andriuzzi
2019, Subalusky and Post 2019). However, the cumulative
effects (grazing and nutrient inputs) of ungulates on nutrient
redistribution at the landscape scale remain less well studied (Augustine et al. 2003, Seagle 2003, Sitters et al. 2017,
Veldhuis et al. 2018, Ellis-Soto et al. 2021) and currently,
there is no consensus regarding the impacts of large ungulates
on landscape dynamics (Monk and Schmitz 2021).
By virtue of their size, large ungulates are highly mobile
and have the capacity to move concentrated masses of nutrients as they roam across landscapes (Seagle 2003, Bauer and
Hoye 2014, Schmitz et al. 2018, McInturf et al. 2019, Pausas
and Bond 2020). Consequently, ungulates may increase
nutrient heterogeneity across landscapes by creating local
nutrient hotpots via carcass deposition (Danell et al. 2002,
Bump et al. 2009, Subalusky et al. 2017), egestion and
excretion (Frank and Evans 1997, Barthelemy et al. 2015,
Subalusky et al. 2015). Furthermore, ungulate social behavior can potentially mediate individual animal effects on nutrient distribution patterns by the clustering of individuals into
groups which may amplify local nutrient hotspots or dead
zones (Bampoh et al. 2020). Landscape-scale analyses of
nutrient dynamics across grazing intensities suggest grazing is
a primary cause of landscape nutrient heterogeneity, though
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the mechanism is unknown (Augustine and Frank 2001).
However, depending on their size and density, large ungulates
may also act to homogenize landscapes by overgrazing, reducing nutrient heterogeneity created by geochemical processes
(Riginos and Grace 2008, Hopcraft et al. 2012, le Roux et al.
2018). Hence, there is a need to advance research on spatial
nutrient pattering due to indirect effects of grazing cumulative with direct effects due to waste (egestion and excretion)
and carcass deposition – known collectively as zoogeochemical effects (Schmitz et al. 2018).
Here we examine the effects of caribou Rangifer rangifer
on landscape-scale patterning of nutrients using a mechanistic, spatial model of a tundra landscape. Caribou make
a particularly interesting ungulate species to study in this
context for several reasons. First, they exist along a spectrum of population densities, ranging from 11 to 650 caribou/100 km2 (Thomas et al. 2003) and are known to be
important for tundra and boreal biogeochemical functioning (Vire et al. 1996, Stark et al. 2002, Lindwall et al. 2013,
Barthelemy et al. 2016). Second, the effects of caribou on
ecosystem processes and nutrient cycling via their role as
grazers has been studied in depth (Stark and Grellmann
2002, Stark et al. 2002, Lindwall et al. 2013) and their creation of local nutrient hotspots from feces (van der Wal et al.
2004, Barthelemy et al. 2015), urine (Barthelemy et al. 2018)
and carcasses (Swanson 1979) has begun to be studied, but
the implication of these cumulative effects on landscape patterning has not. Caribou herds also have discrete population events in which they aggregate, such as calving events
(Gunn et al. 2012, Campeau et al. 2019). Finally, many
populations of caribou are in rapid decline globally (Vors and
Boyce 2009); hence, it is important to understand the potential role they play in sustaining tundra and boreal ecosystems
via spatial nutrient redistribution.
We developed an individual-based modeling (IBM) model
to investigate how caribou grazing, waste and carcass deposition, density and sociality influence landscape-scale patterns
of nutrient distribution. We then explore how these changes
to nutrient availability may impact population dynamics, as
changes to spatial resource availability may impact the ability of animals to meet energetic demands. IBMs simulate
individuals as discrete components of an ecosystem, with the
ability to interact with other agents or the environment using
simple rules (Schmitz 2000, 2001, Grimm and Railsback
2012). In this context, we can model animal interactions
with, and movement over, a landscape, as well as interactions
between different individuals of a population or community
(Carter et al. 2015, Bampoh et al. 2019, 2020). By combining the power of numerical models (Schoenecker et al.
2004, Flueck 2009, Holdo et al. 2011) with simulations of
ungulate movement, IBMs can assess how nutrient distributions may be influenced by animal populations and behaviors
(Simpson et al. 2010).
We evaluated the effects of caribou in hypothetical landscapes with two initial conditions. The first case is where nutrient concentrations are initially distributed equally among
equally sized patches across the landscape (i.e. a homogeneous

landscape with no variance between nutrient concentrations
in habitat patches). The second case is where a range of initial
nutrient concentrations are distributed randomly in patches
across the landscape (i.e. a heterogeneous landscape with high
variance between nutrient concentrations in habitat patches),
while keeping total nutrient concentrations similar for both
scenarios. These initial conditions are intended to emulate
environments determined by underlying geochemical processes. Clearly, it is unlikely that geophysical settings have
completely homogeneous nutrient distributions, and perhaps not completely heterogeneous distributions as well. In
our simulations they merely represent landscapes that appear
more homogeneous or heterogeneous to an ungulate in terms
of resource availability. These two initial conditions allow
the exploration of how homogeneity or heterogeneity may
emerge as a consequence of caribou zoogeochemical effects.
While we focus on caribou in this study to tailor the
population and nutrient dynamics to a real-world example,
by exploring different initial nutrient conditions, as well as
variety of densities, our model results are applicable to many
grazing and zoogeochemical pressures for ungulates worldwide. Additionally, in order to untangle the mechanisms
behind the way in which ungulates impact landscape nutrient distribution, we created two scenarios of caribou-interaction: one in which caribou only removed nutrients through
consumption and one in which we explored the cumulative
effects of removal from consumption and deposition from
waste and carcasses.

Methods
Model description

Our modeling deployed a spatially explicit IBM using
NetLogo ver. 6.1.1. A detailed explanation of the NetLogo
modeling platform can be found in the overview, design concepts and details (ODD) protocol (Grimm et al. 2010) in the
Supporting information.
We first created a hypothetical 36-km2 landscape, i.e. a
600 × 600 two-dimensional grid, totaling 360 000 grid cells.
Each grid cell represents a discrete 10-m2 square vegetation
patch containing nutrients. The virtual landscape is wrapped
to create absorbing boundary conditions, thereby allowing caribou-agents to move throughout space without edge
effects. Each model simulation emulated 15 years (~2 caribou
generations), with each year divided into 365 days. Each day
was then divided into 24 discrete periods to reflect different
time periods during which the caribou-agents were actively
interacting with each other and the vegetation patches across
the landscape, with the remaining four periods reflecting resting time (Fig. 1).
Patch environment and initial conditions

Each patch was initially assigned a concentration of nitrogen (N) to create a homogeneous or heterogeneous landscape. Caribou-agents could potentially translocate many

nutrients (e.g. nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon); however, we
explicitly modeled their effects on the distribution of N – a
major limiting resource in ecosystems inhabited by caribou
(Shaver and Chapin 1980, Näsholm et al. 1998, Schimel and
Bennett 2004, Liu et al. 2018). Moreover, ungulate (including caribou) N budgets are well studied, facilitating the alignment of the model with caribou natural history (McEwan
and Whitehead 1970, Hobbs et al. 1982, Barboza and Parker
2006). Nonetheless, the impact of ungulates on N landscape
dynamics is understudied and previous models have not considered their net impacts on zoogeochemical processes (Seagle
2003, Abbas et al. 2012).
We explored emergent effects of caribou-agent life cycles,
foraging and movement on landscape N distribution, beginning with two different landscapes: 1) an initially homogeneous nutrient landscape (i.e. all patches had equal N
concentrations), or 2) a landscape where nutrients are completely heterogeneous (i.e. habitat N concentrations were
highly varied across patches). All patches in the homogeneous
landscape were assigned 500 g N/10 m2 grid square representing the mean value of N concentrations found in northern ecosystems (Rosswall and Granhall 1980, Hartley et al.
2012). Initial N concentrations in the heterogeneous landscape were assigned by randomly drawing an N concentration
from a uniform distribution (mean = 500 g N; range 0–1000
g N), capturing the full range of soil N concentrations in
these systems (Rosswall and Granhall 1980). This guarantees
a spatially heterogeneous landscape, in which the total N on
the landscape is identical to the homogeneous comparison.
At the start of each simulation, caribou were distributed
randomly on the landscape. Each caribou was randomly
assigned an age (1–7 years) with a corresponding body N
value (Table 1). Caribou were also randomly assigned a sex
to create an overall bull-cow sex ratio of 45:100 (Gunn et al.
2005).
Caribou-agent physiologically explicit processes

We tailored NetLogo to embody as much natural history
regarding a caribou-grazing system as possible. In our
simulations, caribou-agents are individuals that ingest,
assimilate, egest and excrete nutrients, consistent with
first principles of a physiologically explicit model that
links individuals to ecosystems (Loreau 2010). At each
time period, a caribou-agent enters a vegetation patch and
grazes if sufficient N is available (Fig. 1). Adult caribouagents consume a maximum of 1.67 g N per time period, a
value that is scaled from empirical estimates (McEwan and
Whitehead 1970) while calf-agents consume 2.92 g N per
time period. This allows for an maximum daily consumption of 40 g N for adult-agents, which is within the naturally observed range of caribou N consumption when food
is abundant (McEwan and Whitehead 1970). Calf-agents
consume more N to account for higher resource demand
during growth (Walsh et al. 1997). When an adult caribouagent is on a patch with N concentrations < 1.67 g N, or
a calf-agent is on a patch with N concentrations < 2.92 g
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram demonstrating how we analyzed caribou impacts on landscape nutrients due to (1) caribou-agent consumption alone (deposited nutrients were not added to the patches) relative to (2) the cumulative effects of consumption and nutrient deposition.
We considered the effects of these two scenarios on landscapes with initially (1) homogeneous and (2) heterogeneous landscape nutrient
distributions. We further analyzed the effects of three initial caribou densities ((1) 16 caribou (0.4 caribou km−2), (2) 72 caribou (2 caribou
km−2) and (3) 180 caribou (5 caribou km−2)). Finally, we considered two levels of sociality ((1) social versus (2) non-social). This experimental design resulted in 24 different scenarios, with 10 replicates for each combination (n = 240 simulations). Lastly, we provide the
scheduling of caribou activities in the right-hand panel.

N, caribou-agents consume the remaining nutrients in the
patch. This results in less than the maximum N intake for
that time period, inducing emergent population-level variation in caribou-agent body condition. Grazing within vegetation patches is repeated for 24 time periods, after which
the day ends, and 38% (Table 1) of ingested N is assimilated into body mass while the remaining 62% is held as
egesta (McEwan and Whitehead 1970). Egesta is released
as waste during foraging on the subsequent day, emulating
gut passage time.
We also impose a fixed daily metabolic cost to meet metabolic demands, which results in additional excretion of 14
g N the following day (McEwan and Whitehead 1970).
Excretion and egestion products are released every other time
period during foraging (Fig. 1) to simulate 12 daily deposition events, in accordance with empirical observations
(Eberhardt and Etten 1956). Hence, the gradual release of
nutrients occurs while caribou-agents are grazing, leading
to the caribou-vectored spatial dispersion of nutrients across
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the landscape, the pattern of which depends on movement
behavior (Otero et al. 2018, Bampoh et al. 2019).
Caribou-agent population dynamics

Caribou-agent survival depends on daily nutrient intake relative to metabolic costs and random mortality events (Fig. 1).
This simulates the persistent mortality risk that an individual faces in any time period over the course of its yearly life
cycle. The death of caribou-agents can occur in two ways: 1)
there is a random probability of death given their age and sex
(Table 1) and 2) when there is insufficient N to meet agedependent energetic requirements (Supporting information,
OOD). Caribou death rates were slightly higher for male
adults which allowed for maintenance of a bull–cow ratio of
45:100 (Gunn et al. 2005).
Caribou populations are replenished by births, which are
modelled as an annual episodic life-cycle event to emulate
the synchronous calving that occurs in nature (Dauphine

Table 1. Parameters, definitions and references used in the model simulations.
Parameter

Value

Reference

Newborn calf N
Starting body N if age = 0

240 g N
~3200 g N

Starting body N if age = 1

~3450 g N

Starting body N if age = 2

~3750 gN

Starting body N if age ≥ 2

~4000 g N

Percentage of daily-N assimilated
Percentage of daily-N defecated
Daily N used in metabolism
Defecation rate
Percentage of healthy calves dying
regardless of sex
Percentage of healthy female adults
with age ≥ 1 and ≤ 5 dying
Percentage of healthy male adults with
age ≥ 1 and ≤ 5 dying
Percentage of healthy female adults
with age > 5 and ≤ 11 dying
Percentage of healthy male adults with
age > 5 and ≤ 11 dying
Percentage of healthy adults with > 11
dying
Percentage of carcass N entering
systems after loss from scavenging
Reproduction rate for adult females

38%
62%
14 g N
12 groups of pellets/day
65%

Calculated from Hobbs et al. (1982)
Calculated from Hobbs et al. (1982) with stochastic initialization.
Values are normally distributed with a mean of 3200 and a
standard deviation of 3.
Calculated from Hobbs et al. (1982) with stochastic initialization.
Values are normally distributed with a mean of 3450 and a
standard deviation of 3.
Calculated from Hobbs et al. (1982) with stochastic initialization.
Values are normally distributed with a mean of 3750 and a
standard deviation of 3.
Calculated from Hobbs et al. (1982) with stochastic initialization.
Values are normally distributed with a mean of 4000 and a
standard deviation of 3.
McEwan and Whitehead 1970
McEwan and Whitehead 1970
McEwan and Whitehead 1970
Eberhardt and Etten 1956
Lewis and Mahoney 2014

20%

Lewis and Mahoney 2014

35%

Calculated to maintain a ~45:100 bull–cow ratio

10%

Lewis and Mahoney 2014

25%

Calculated to maintain a ~45:100 bull–cow ratio

90%
20%

Proportion used to allow all old caribou to die at the end of a normal
caribou lifespan
Selva et al. 2003

90%

Rettie and Messier 1998, McLoughlin et al. 2003, Wittmer et al. 2005

and McClure 1974, Bergerud 1975). Given the high rate of
reproduction in wild caribou populations (Rettie and Messier
1998, McLoughlin et al. 2003, Wittmer et al. 2005), 90%
of female caribou-agents three years of age or older are considered reproductively mature (Skogland 1989) and produce
calves on day 90 each year. Calf sex is assigned to create a
ratio of 50:50 (Thomas et al. 1989, Whitten et al. 1992,
Sellers et al. 1999). The offspring are represented by a new
caribou-agent, containing 240 g N, which is based on the
body mass estimates for caribou calves (Hobbs et al. 1982,
Schoenecker et al. 2004). Parent caribou-agents are debited the exact amount of N endowed to their offspring. We
acknowledge that variation in parental allocation of nutrients
to calves, i.e. the amount of N that a parent endows them
with, could be an important factor in subsequent caribou
survival (Skogland 1984, Cameron et al. 1993), given calf
survival in nature generally tends to be low (Sellers et al.
1999, Lewis and Mahoney 2014). In reality, parental allocation to offspring involves life-history tradeoffs that are dependent on the level of nutrients accrued by the parent and the
parent’s own allocation decision between its own survival,
and current and future reproduction (Cockburn 1991). We
opted to abstract this level of detail, as it was beyond the ultimate purpose of the modeling. Nevertheless, our simulations
capture some of this tradeoff in two ways, albeit in a quasiform. First, parental caribou-agents effectively opt to produce

offspring over their own survival, which in turn results in
parental-agent survival depending on the parents’ body N
stores. Second, we allow for varying and low calf survival by
imposing a high mortality rate for calf-agents over the first
year of life, simulating values typical of the high death rates
under natural conditions (Table 1). At the end of each year,
all caribou-agents age one year (Fig. 1).
Caribou-agent behavioral dynamics

We simulate caribou-agent movement using rules determined by empirical movement analysis for foraging caribou
(Mårell et al. 2002). Such movement amounts to a Lévy walk
(Stanley and Ostrowsky 1985, Viswanathan et al. 1996),
which in our model accounts for long-tailed power-law distributions of movement lengths. We adapt previous methods
used to model Lévy walk patterns in NetLogo (Bampoh et al.
2019) while maintaining a daily limit on distance traveled
consistent with empirical observations of 0.5–1 km day−1
(Rettie and Messier 2000, 2001).
Caribou experience regular intervals of sociality during the
calving period in which mothers and calves form small nursery groups (Bergerud 1964, Nellemann and Cameron 1998).
Sociality can lead to non-random directional movement by
caribou when they follow the direction of the lead individuals.
We simulated this behavior by creating a sociality function that
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can be activated. When the sociality parameter is turned off,
the simulations proceeded according to the process described
above. When sociality is turned on, all reproductively associated caribou-agents create social groups (i.e. adults with calves
and calves). Caribou within social groups continue to move in
a Lévy walk fashion while staying ≤ 5 patches (50 m2) from
a designated group leader. This behavior has been observed
in social group foraging when the leader does not have information regarding resource location (Reynolds 2013). In our
model, the nearest leader for a given agent can change if another
leader is within 5 patches, allowing for social groups to change
in size. When social groups are activated, groups remain for
180 days after calving to simulate nursery groups (Paine 1988),
after which they disperse and return to unrestricted foraging
patterns (for further details, Supporting information, OOD).
Caribou-agent and patch interactions

Each 10-m2 square patch represents plants and soils together,
where N can be depleted, maintained or replenished depending on the activity of caribou-agents. More specifically,
caribou-agents can consume N from the patch (simulating
grazing of vegetation) or deposit N through waste matter or
carcass deposition. For simplicity, we do not simulate separate
agents for soil and vegetation pools; instead, we subtracted
(i.e. vegetation loss to grazing) or added (i.e. carcass and waste
deposition) N from the patches to mimic the net effects of
caribou-agent interactions with soil and plants. To capture
lag effects due to the turnover processes of mineral nutrients,
any N that is deposited by caribou-agents via inorganic waste
(egesta or excreta) is not immediately available for consumption. Rather we imposed a 30-day lag time before N could
become available to the caribou-agents, which simulates the
delay caused by nutrient diffusion into the rooting zone of soil
and subsequent plant uptake (Barthelemy et al. 2015, 2018).
The largest singular source of N into the patches comes through
the deposition of organic N from caribou carcasses. Given the
role of scavenging in removing N from carcass deposition sites
(Selva et al. 2003, Bassi et al. 2018), we model the N returned
to the patch as 20% of the N stored within an individual’s
body at the time of death (Selva et al. 2003). As with waste,
N deposited by carcasses is not immediately available for consumption (Bump et al. 2009). To simulate longer processes of
decomposition and remineralization of organic matter by the
belowground food web, the carcass nutrients are not available
until 120 days after deposition (Bump et al. 2009). The different imposed recycling time lags were intended to emulate the
kind of fast and slow recycling processes observed in natural
systems (McNaughton et al. 1988, Hobbs 1996).
Simulation experiments

Our simulation analyses involved the testing of 24 different scenarios (Fig. 1), each being replicated 10 times. The
simulation experiments were performed using the Grace
High Performance Computing Cluster at the Yale Center for
Research Computing.
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The outputs from the simulation experiments included
landscapes with the initial and final N concentrations for
each patch using Cartesian coordinates. We also quantified caribou-agent population dynamics by recording the
total number of adults and calves, as well as the number
of deaths that occurred due to N starvation during each
life stage.
Model analysis

We evaluated changes to landscape nutrient distribution by
calculating how the variance among patches changed according to caribou population size and sociality. We then used
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to assess the impact of density and sociality on the landscape variance. While the use
of ANOVAs can be inappropriate when simulation studies
involve high degrees of replication (White et al. 2014), our
experiments were restricted to 10 replicates per experiment.
Moreover, because we included several stochastic processes in
our model, our analysis is similar to field experiments where
plot variation is high and replication is limited; thus, the use
of ANOVAs can be appropriate in this context. Nonetheless,
we accompany all our analyses with effect magnitudes alongside p-values to assess differences. To contextualize results of
landscape variance, we also evaluated the spread of N values
within the landscape by averaging the number of patches for
each set of 10 replicates for a scenario and plotted the averages in a histogram. Patches with N values > 1050 g N indicate carcass deposition (at times > 2000 g N) and were all
grouped together in ascending order, allowing us to explore
the tail-end of skewness in nutrient distributions produced
by the model.
We explored the potential for caribou to create localized
hotspots using Global Moran’s I measure of spatial autocorrelation. Global Moran’s I is a statistical test that measures spatial autocorrelation by calculating the correlation coefficient
for the relationship between a variable and its neighboring
variables (Moran 1950). We calculated Moran’s I using the R
package ‘raster’ with a ‘Queen’s case’ indices (Hijmans et al.
2015) and analyzed the impact of density and sociality on
this metric using standard ANOVAs.
We also analyzed the impact caribou-agents had on each
specific patch by calculating the net effect on N values (consumption, defecation and carcass deposition). We then calculated the variance of the net effect across the landscape.
ANOVAs were used to explore if density or sociality impacted
the net impact of caribou-agents at the patch level.
Finally, for each of the 24 scenarios (Fig. 1), caribou-agent
demographic analyses were conducted for each simulation
year by averaging the data for all 10 replications in each
experiment. A variety of demographic data were extracted,
including the population density, number of living adults
and calves, number of adults and calves that died, and the
number of adults and calves that died from N starvation,
allowing for exploration into how trends in N distribution
affect population demographics. All statistical analyses were
conducted using R ver. 3.6.3 (<www.r-project.org>).

Sensitivity analysis

We conducted sensitivity analyses to explore the relative
importance of variables used in the IBM using the package
‘nlrx’ in R ver. 3.6.3 (Salecker et al. 2019). We ranked the
model parameters according to their influence on the distribution of patch N, using a modified version of the elementary effects’ method (i.e. the Morris screening method; Morris
1991, Campolongo et al. 2007, Salecker et al. 2019). For the
consumption-only models we analyzed five model parameters that could potentially affect the robustness of the model
results, including factors relating to caribou population
size, nutrient consumption and nutrient assimilation. For
the cumulative-effects model, we included three additional
parameters relating to nutrient deposition from carcasses and
nutrient turnover time within patches. Instead of performing an exhaustive exploration of the full parameter space, we
evaluated distributions within ± 40% of the assigned value
for a specified parameter; our assigned values were extracted
from the literature (Table 1). We also explored every possible
parameter combination to evaluate if the model results were
sensitive to various value combinations.
The model sensitivity to each parameter was determined
using the mean absolute value of elementary effects (μ*),
which measures the overall influence of a parameter on the
results (Salecker et al. 2019). The standard deviation of
the elementary-effects values (σ) was also used to measure
higher-order effects (nonlinear and/or interaction effects;
Campolongo et al. 2007). Using outputs from the Morris
screening method, we show scatterplots to highlight the
importance of the model parameters we evaluated.

Results
Caribou effects on landscape variance in homogeneous
landscapes

In the consumption-only models, increasing caribou densities led to higher variance in N concentrations among
patches after 15 years in the homogeneous landscapes
(F5,54 = 1285.40, p < 0.001, Fig. 2a) while sociality did not
impact landscape variance. Caribou with the smallest populations had a minimal effect on the variance of N across
patches, whereas the intermediate and high population densities increased the variance (Fig. 2a). In these scenarios,
histograms of N concentrations (Supporting information)
revealed that after 15 years, patches were generally depleted
in N, with an increased number of depleted patches with
increased caribou density. Additionally, while neither caribou density (F5,54 = 0.95, p = 0.39) nor sociality (F5,54 = 0.01,
p = 0.97) had an impact on spatial autocorrelation across
these scenarios, comparing Moran’s I of the models with caribou to initial conditions reveals the landscape became less
autocorrelated with caribou consumption (F7,72 = 4137.89, p
< 0.001, Fig. 3a) while still remaining highly autocorrelated
(Moran’s I range 0.45–0.54, Fig. 3a).

For the cumulative-effects models, landscape variance
similarly increased with increasing density (F5,54 = 2340.49, p
< 0.001, Fig. 2b) but the overall magnitude of the variation
was larger relative to the consumption-only scenario. Again,
sociality had no impact on landscape variance. Histograms of
N concentrations (Supporting information) revealed much
more stability in the system compared to the consumptiononly scenarios, as nutrients were returned to the patches
through deposition. In other words, the distribution of N in
patches stayed rather constant when compared with initial
conditions, with the exception of increased values at the tail
ends of statistical distribution of N values. Additionally, in
models with higher caribou density, more carcasses are deposited into the system, resulting in patches with extremely high
nutrient concentrations and hence higher landscape N variance. Indeed, since the number of patches with low values
(values between 0 and 50 g N) increased drastically, as did the
number of patches with extremely high N contents (ranging
from 1000 to > 8000 g N), the overall variance on the landscape increased as well. Thus, the increasing patch variance
was driven by increased numbers of patches at the tail ends
of the range of N values. Caribou density did not impact spatial autocorrelation (F5,54 = 2.90, p = 0.06, Fig. 3b), however
sociality did resulted in more spatially autocorrelated patches
(F5,54 = 422.25, p < 0.001, Fig. 3b). Overall, the caribou led
to a significantly less autocorrelated landscape than the starting conditions (F7,72 = 8.06e6, p < 0.001, Fig. 3a) and to a
less autocorrelated landscape than in the consumption-only
models (F1,318 = 190.66, p < 0.001, Fig. 3a–b).
Caribou effects on landscape variance in
heterogeneous landscapes

In consumption-only scenarios with initially heterogonous
landscapes, caribou consumption led to a decrease in variance as density increased (F5,54 = 693.60, p < 0.001, Fig. 2c)
while sociality had no impact. When evaluating the histograms of N concentrations (Supporting information), a
similar pattern emerged as in the homogeneous landscape
scenarios that only considered grazing – patches were generally depleted in N, with an increased number of depleted
patches with increased caribou density. In addition, increasing caribou density led to an increase in spatial autocorrelation (F5,54 = 17.95, p < 0.001, Fig. 3c), and after 15 years the
landscape was significantly more autocorrelated than initial
conditions (F7,72 = 24.79, p < 0.001, Fig. 3c). Sociality had
no impact on patch N spatial autocorrelation.
In initially heterogeneous landscapes with cumulativeeffects modeled, landscape N variance increased as density
increased (F5,54 = 827.85, p < 0.001, Fig. 2d) while sociality
had no significant impact. Histograms of patch N concentrations for these scenarios (Supporting information) reveal
a similar pattern to that of the homogeneous scenarios that
consider the cumulative effects of caribou; there is both more
stability within the system while the tail end values (patches
with extremely high or low N values) increased with increasing caribou density. This suggests that, regardless of initial N
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of raw data showing the impacts of caribou on the variance of patch N. Insets provide the same data with magnified
scales. Data are a function of initial landscape (homogeneous versus heterogeneous) and caribou activity (consumption-only versus cumulative-effects), density and sociality. The scatterplots generally show that increasing starting densities for caribou leads to higher patch N
variance, while the colors illustrate models with and without sociality. Data points in all graphs have been jittered to aid visualization.

distribution on the landscape, when considering the cumulative zoogeochemical role of the caribou, the increasing
landscape variance was likely driven by increased numbers
of patches at the tail ends of the range of N values while the
overall the landscape is nutritiously rather stable. In these scenarios, neither caribou density (F7,72 = 0.38, p = 0.68, Fig. 3d)
nor sociality (F7,72 = 0.78, p = 0.38, Fig. 3d) impacted the
spatial autocorrelation of the patch nitrogen concentrations
and the landscape was not significantly more autocorrelated
than initial conditions (Fig. 3d).
Net change in N at the patch level

Analyses calculating the difference between initial and final
N concentrations in each of the 360 000 patches and then
calculating the variance of those differences allowed us to
explore the heterogeneity of the net change in patch N values. In initially homogeneous landscapes, caribou density
led to increase in the variance of net N in models with consumption-only effects (F5,54 = 1218.99, p < 0.001, Fig. 4a)
and in cumulative-effects simulations that considered the
return of N to patches through waste and carcass deposition (F5,54 = 2221.05, p < 0.001, Fig. 4b). Similar results
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were found in initially heterogeneous landscape, with caribou density driving increased the variance of net N in consumption-only effects (F5,54 = 1028.70, p < 0.001, Fig. 4c)
and cumulative-effects models (F5,54 = 1072.12, p < 0.001,
Fig. 4d). Caribou sociality did not affect the variance of net
N at the patch level in any model.
Population dynamics

Caribou demographic analysis provided an opportunity to
evaluate how grazing and nutrient inputs affected ecosystem
feedbacks regarding caribou populations. Initial parameters
were chosen to create relatively stable populations (± 40%
of the initial population number) if the caribou were receiving enough N to meet thresholds for survival based on age
class. In most cases, this was the case. In models that explore
consumption-only effects in heterogeneous environments,
however, simulations with higher caribou densities (2 and 5
caribou km−2) began to experience population crashes due to
N starvation (Fig. 5c). This was true regardless of sociality.
This finding indicates that in the absence of nutrient deposition, caribou consumption can deplete patch resources such
that their populations can no longer be sustained.

Figure 3. Boxplots of raw data showing the impacts of caribou on the autocorrelation of N. Insets provide the same data with magnified
scales. Data are a function of initial landscape (homogeneous versus heterogeneous), caribou activity (consumption-only versus cumulativeeffects), density and sociality. The plots indicate that caribou generally decrease spatial autocorrelation in initially homogeneous environments and maintain heterogeneity on initially heterogeneous environments.

Sensitivity analysis

Discussion

Some parameters were more influential than others in determining how caribou distributed nutrients in the landscape
(Fig. 6), which differed according to the consumption-only
versus the cumulative-effects models in both heterogeneous
and homogeneous landscapes. In a majority of the models,
however, the three most important factors were the population size, the amount of N adults consumed, and the proportion of N assimilated to the body (as indicated by their
high μ* and σ values). The one exception was the consumption-only homogeneous model, in which these parameters
were still important; however, the pregnancy rate of cows
was slightly more important than the assimilation rate. In
both cumulative-effects models the turnover rate of nutrients
and the percentage of N returned from carcasses into the
system was not significantly influential. Each of the highly
influential (i.e. most sensitive) parameters were also involved
in higher-order effects (Supporting information), meaning
they had nonlinear interactions, and their impact depended
strongly upon the value of other input factors. The other variables proved to be less important (Fig. 6), as they all had low
values for both µ* and σ (Thiele et al. 2014).

Empirical research investigating the zoogeochemical effects
of animals is on the rise (Schmitz et al. 2018, McInturf et al.
2019, Subalusky and Post 2019, Ellis-Soto et al. 2021), yet
many studies to date only focus on the consumptive (Stark and
Grellmann 2002, Stark et al. 2002, Lindwall et al. 2013) or
depositional (Bump et al. 2009, Barthelemy et al. 2015, 2018)
effects. Our modeling demonstrates the importance of considering the entirety of an animal’s zoogeochemical impacts,
in addition to the behavior of the animal and the initial geophysical pattern of nutrient distribution on the landscape.
Caribou effects on nutrient distribution patterns

In the consumption-only models, caribou effects on landscape variance differed according to the initial landscape.
In homogeneous landscapes, increasing caribou density
generally elevated landscape variance. Because caribou do
not move uniformly across landscapes, random movements
and consumption patterns result in increased among-patch
variation when the landscape was initially homogeneous.
However, in heterogeneous landscapes caribou density had
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Figure 4. Bar plots illustrating the variance in net N at each patch caused by caribou interaction. As above, bar plots represent the initial
landscape (homogeneous versus heterogeneous), caribou activity (consumption-only versus cumulative-effects), density and sociality. Error
bars are ± 99% confidence intervals.

opposite effects: caribou consumption consistently depleted
patch nutrients, increasing the number of nutrient-poor
patches so drastically that it decreased overall landscape variance while also lowering the overall amount of nutrients on
the landscape. Nevertheless, while the resulting landscape
variance within these models is different, consumption effects
in both scenarios generally lead to the depletion of nutrients
across the landscape.
A noteworthy finding from the consumption-only models
is that ecosystems do not appear to sustain large populations
of caribou when nutrients are heterogeneously distributed
in landscapes. Without animal deposition to restore patch
nutrients, the caribou populations crashed once they reached
a certain density threshold. With large dead zones of nutrients in the landscape, the metabolic costs of moving to find
food caused many caribou to die. This finding supports other
studies that show the importance of animal subsidies in
maintaining ecosystem functioning, food-web dynamics and
productivity (Roman and McCarthy 2010, McInturf et al.
2019, Subalusky and Post 2019).
When considering the models that included both grazing
and nutrient deposition via waste and carcass deposition (i.e.
the cumulative-effects models), we found stable populations
of caribou. In both initially heterogeneous and homogeneous environments, the net effects of grazing and nutrient
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deposition increased landscape variance as density increased.
Specifically, in the homogeneous environments, the nutritional landscape was more varied compared to initial conditions. Here, caribou changed the nutrient distribution at the
landscape scale in two ways: 1) they created nutrient hotspots
from nutrient deposition and 2) they increase the heterogeneity of nutrient distribution by random feeding throughout
the landscape. Animals that influence nutrient heterogeneity across landscapes can have ecosystem-wide consequences
(Monk and Schmitz 2021), such as increases in biodiversity
(Bump et al. 2009, Pickett et al. 2012) and microbial biomass (Wainscott et al. 1990). Furthermore, nutrient hotspots
are important in seasonal foraging for savannah herbivores
(Mayengo et al. 2020), and in northern systems, these
hotspots help maintain plant diversity (Bump et al. 2009).
Our results prompt further empirical work to explore the role
of caribou-mediated zoogeochemical heterogeneity in more
nutritiously homogeneous landscapes.
In contrast, in heterogeneous landscapes, variance
increased because grazing exacerbated the nutrient difference
between patches, whereby grazing initially poorer patches
rapidly depleted nutrients further (i.e. more patches containing 0–50 g N). At the other extreme, nutrient deposition
from carcasses amplified nutrient concentrations in patches
that were already high (i.e. patches containing > 1500 g N).

Figure 5. Caribou population dynamics throughout the simulations. Data points represent population averages for each of the 24 scenarios
(10 replicates per scenario), with the averages of total populations each year is presented here.

Therefore, in heterogeneous landscapes, high caribou grazing and carcass deposition were driving patch nutrient values
to extremes throughout the landscape leading to increasingly
higher landscape variance. Additionally, outside of the tail
ends of the nutrient distribution, the middle distribution of
patch nutrient values in the landscape was less affected by
caribou. Thus, in more heterogeneous landscapes, caribou
1) alter the landscape heterogeneity primarily by increasing
the number of localized nutritional hotspots through carcass
deposition and over-grazed dead zones, and 2) minimally
affect the nutrient values occurring in the middle distribution of patch nutrients in the landscape due to the continued feedback of nutrients through defecation.
At the local scale, our results suggest that in homogenous
landscapes caribou interactions increased variance in nutrient distribution by reducing spatial autocorrelation between
patches. Interestingly, in these models, consumption-only
interactions reduced autocorrelation after 15 years in similar
magnitudes, regardless of density or sociality. On the other

hand, in the cumulative-effects models, sociality preserved
autocorrelation to some extent. In heterogeneous environments, all model results indicated a random arrangement of
N concentrations both before and with caribou interactions.
However, in consumption-only models, a slight increase in
spatial autocorrelation occurred with increasing density, likely
a result of the increased number of depleted patches. In cumulative-effects models, neither caribou density nor sociality
impact patch N spatial autocorrelation and after 15 years the
patch N was as similarly randomly distributed as initial conditions. Such results suggest that the cumulative effects of caribou increase local heterogeneity in homogenous environments
with increasing density and maintain local heterogeneity in
already heterogeneous environments regardless of density.
Nutrient distribution and caribou social behavior

Our model suggests animal sociality does not play a large role
in landscape nutrient distribution. These findings contrast with
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Figure 6. Sensitivity to variation in model parameters of caribou impacts on nutrient distribution. Here, high µ* and σ values indicate an
interactive effect on caribou nutrient distribution, whereas high µ* with low σ denotes the absence of interactions (Thiele et al. 2014).
µ* = mean of the absolute values of elementary effects; σ = standard deviation of the elementary effects.

previous studies which have shown that sociality can influence
animal-subsidy impacts on landscapes by creating clusters of
nutrient inputs (McInturf et al. 2019, Bampoh et al. 2020).
While sociality was important in creating autocorrelation
between patch N concentrations in homogeneous ecosystems
in our models, the impact of sociality was less relevant in creating spatial autocorrelation in the cumulative-effects models
and had no impact on landscape scale variance. We pose several explanations for why sociality was less important in determining caribou effects on landscape heterogeneity. First, we
modeled caribou sociality for a short time (180 days), while
animals that are social year-round may have a different impact
on nutrient redistribution. Furthermore, other ungulate species
may have different congregated behaviors such as communal
latrines (Feeley 2005) or mass death events (Subalusky et al.
2017), likely leading to different effects on landscape nutrient
distributions. We also only allowed for the nursing cows and
the new calves to aggregate, and therefore different dynamics
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may occur when the entire population aggregates. Finally,
while animal sociality was pertinent in other studies investigating small-scale nutrient patterns, our results may suggest that
those aggregative effects do not scale to the landscape level.
Future research directions and conclusions

Although our modeling included detailed data and natural
history on caribou’s movement, foraging and life history,
there are other potential factors that should be considered
in determining their influence on landscape nutrient heterogeneity. For instance, we only considered how caribou
may redistribute N on the landscape, yet it is known that
animal effects involve multiple nutrients (Sitters et al. 2017,
Sitters and Andriuzzi 2019) – which can also affect ecosystem stoichiometry. At the moment, we only have detailed
empirical information on body N and N consumption for
caribou (McEwan and Whitehead 1970, Parker et al. 2005,

Barboza and Parker 2006), with evidence that N is a limiting element for tundra ecosystems (Haag 1974, Barsdate and
Alexander 1975, Vitousek and Howarth 1991, Shaver et al.
1993). However, other nutrients (e.g. phosphorus) also play
a critical role in both animal maintenance and tundra ecosystems, and may act as a limiting or co-limiting element
with N (Giesler et al. 2002, Grogan et al. 2014, Street et al.
2018). Furthermore, predators are known to affect ungulate
populations and behavior (Creel et al. 2014), with likely consequences for how ungulates redistribute nutrients in landscapes. Incorporating predation and other nutrients in future
models can further uncover the ways in which caribou affect
nutrient redistribution patterns in landscapes. Finally, our
model only considers the impact of caribou within a 15-year
time frame as expanding beyond this timeframe becomes
computationally challenging. However, our results suggest
that caribou will likely maintain local heterogeneity on the
landscape irrespective of time – especially considering the
cumulative zoogeochemical effects of caribou, which does
not increase with increasing caribou density. We also believe
caribou will likely maintain landscape heterogeneity beyond
the 15-year simulations because we modeled stable populations of caribou, meaning there was an upper bound of caribou densities via density-dependent feedbacks which would
limit impacts on landscape heterogeneity.
Our simulation models reveal that quantifying ungulate
impacts on ecosystem nutrient budgets must move beyond
coarse estimates of mean effects (Schoenecker et al. 2004,
Flueck 2009, Holdo et al. 2011) and should also include animal population densities. Previous investigations of animal
impacts on nutrient translocation typically averaged their
effects at the landscape scale, often ignoring important activities occurring at the local scale. We found that ungulate net
impacts on patch nutrients were extremely variable within and
across landscapes, with increasing variability as the population
density increased. Thus, averaging animal’s impact on nutrient
stocks across whole landscapes may not adequately capture the
heterogeneity in how animals affect nutrient dynamics and
may lead to spurious findings or management recommendations. As we move towards a more holistic understanding of
the ways in which animals impact biogeochemical processes
(Olofsson 2009, Schmitz et al. 2018, Ellis-Soto et al. 2021)
and begin scaling up to explore landscape-level effects, our
model suggests large vertebrates have spatially heterogeneous
impacts that can influence ecosystem dynamics.
Additionally, our modeling indicates that large ungulates
are mediators of biogeochemical hotspots at the landscape
and local scale. Nutritional hotspots are important in the
feeding ecology of herbivores in heterogeneous ecosystems
(Treydte et al. 2006, Mayengo et al. 2020), and in nutrientlimited systems, these hotspots may persist for long periods
(Danell et al. 2002). Our simulations suggest that in both
nutritionally homogeneous and heterogeneous landscapes,
large ungulates increase local heterogeneity through the creation of such biogeochemical hotspots.
Perhaps most interestingly, our simulations suggest that
in homogeneous environments the return of nutrients to an

ecosystem through zoogeochemical effects is necessary to
support large ungulate populations. This was not the case in
heterogeneous landscapes, in which animals were able to utilize hotspots to maintain populations. While eventually any
system would become nutritionally limited without nutrient
inputs from some source, or simulations reveal that ungulate populations in nutritionally homogeneous environments
may not be as resilient if the ecosystem is a nutritional source
rather than sink. This has interesting implications when animals act as vectors of nutrient translocation (McInturf et al.
2019, Ellis-Soto et al. 2021) and particularly for caribou,
as the majority of populations of caribou are in (Vors and
Boyce 2009). Indeed, our modeling suggests the lack of
biogeochemical hotspots may be a contributing factor of
ungulate population declines in nutritionally homogeneous
environments.
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